Italian technology abroad

High productivity coating,
savings of powder coatings and
excellent quality in the aluminium profiles’ sector
Anver – Vimercate (Mb)

1 - An aerial photo
of Silac in Champlitte
(France).

2 – A view of the
vertical coating line at
high productivity.

Introduction
Today there are pressing
requirements
for aluminium profiles powder coating:
profiles with daring
and complex shapes,
customized
colours
and finishes, but also
smaller and smaller
job orders. These requirements
express
in more paint colour
changes, in a higher
quality of the finish,
brighter,
without
“orange peel”, and
with high performance of resistance.
In order to answer to
these requirements,
job coaters provide
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3- Focus on the spray guns
on the vertical coating
line installed at Silac.

4- Focus on the powder coating booth for
aluminium profiles hanged horizontally.
This booth is equipped with two
reciprocators with 7 spray guns each.

themselves with the best coating lines and the pre-treatment on this line is of nanotechnologilatest equipments.
cal kind and the application of powder coating
is carried out with an automatic booth equipped with 14 spray guns placed on two opposite reciprocators. The line includes two manual
The Company
position for an additional touch (ill. 4).
Since 1981 the French company Silac (ill. 1),
placed in Champlitte, a few kilometres away The equipment
from Dijon, has been pre-treating and coating
aluminium profiles and pieces for the building which supports the coating
sector.
Today the company has 3 pre-treatment and The company has always been careful in ancoating lines, Qualicoat certified, which coats swering promptly to market requirements,
up to 3,5 millions m2 per year of aluminium assuring flexibility and quickness in carrying
surfaces, which means 3 football fields per
day.
The company employs around 200 people, 24
hour a day, from Monday to Friday and with a
“three-shifts system”.
The three coating lines are:
o Silac 1: it was the first plant installed and is
a horizontal automatic coating line, with pretreatment and chromic conversion.
o Silac 2: is a vertical coating line at high
productivity for large productions, equipped
with two powder coating booths, each with 24
spray guns. This line coats about a 80% of the
entire production of this French company (ill.
2 and 3).
o Silac 3: it is a horizontal coating line of last
generation with pre-treatment. It was installed
two years ago and it coats not only aluminium
profiles but also doors, fences, railings. The
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5 - Two of the three
Atimix System
installed at Silac.

6- On the right, near
the third equipment,
Simone Barbieri ,
Ate sales manager.

7- Thierry Barthelet.

out the job orders. At a production level these
requirements express in frequent colour changes, about 150 a day on the three coating plants
– as proved by the general manager Barthelet
- and with an excellent surface finish of the coated pieces.
For this reason the company has recently installed on the vertical coating line, Silac 2, three Atimix System which control altogether 48
electrostatic spray guns (ill. 5).
“Our equipments – explains Simone Barbieri
(ill.6), Ate sales manager – reduce the Farady
cage effect, clearly improving the penetration
in the angles and allowing to speed up the line
(in particular with profiles which are the most
difficult to work on) with a following increase
of productivity (a 10% increase of the line speed). This is what happens in Silac”.
“Reducing the opposition of current in the corner, the spray gun does not need any longer
to push in order to penetrate. So the operator
can work with less violence of spraying (less
air, less paint) and a savings around 10% of
powder coatings . The direct visible consequence is a drastic abatement of paint dispersion and dirt inside the booth.”
“The equipment has eliminated current accumulation on edges, improving the distribution
of current (and paint) on the entire profile’s
surface. This has allowed to reduce the “orange peel” effect and the
“edging effect”.

Conclusion
Thierry Barthelet (ill.
7), general manager
of the factory (he has
been President of
Adal for four years),
confirmed us that
the introduction of
Atimix System equipments has allowed to
improve the quality
and constancy of the
finish, in particular
on new profiles with
daring and complex
shapes. This helped
the French company
to register an increase
in job orders, despite
the crisis affecting the
building sector.
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